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Trailmowers Type Beskrivelse Pris excl. moms Pris inkl. moms 

 

T11544* 44" TRAILMOWER® - 11.5 HP Briggs & Stratton I/C, recoil start, center hitch 
with offset capability, rear discharge, optional remote operator controls, 1/8" 
steel deck, single-point cutting height adjustment, red powder coat finish 

kr. 14.556,00 kr. 18.195,00 

 

T12544* 44" TRAILMOWER® - 12.5 HP Briggs & Stratton I/C, 12 volt start, center 
hitch with offset capability, rear discharge, remote operator control console, 
1/8" steel deck, single-point cutting height adjustment, red powder coat finish, 
battery included 

kr. 17.756,00 kr. 22.195,00 

 

T14560* 60" TRAILMOWER® - 14.5 HP Briggs & Stratton I/C, 12 volt start, offset 
capability, side discharge, full floating 1/8" steel deck, guaranteed height 
select, red powder coat finish 

kr. 19.436,00 kr. 24.295,00 

 

T18560 60" TRAILMOWER® - 17.5 HP Briggs & Stratton I/C, 12 volt start, offset 
capability, side discharge, full floating 1/8" steel deck, guaranteed height 
select, red powder coat finish, battery included 

kr. 21.276,00 kr. 26.595,00 

 

T2066* 60" TRAILMOWER® - 18.5 HP Briggs & Stratton I/C 12 volt starter, side 
discharge, easy tool -less hitch adjustments floating deck, infinite height 
select, key presence lock-out system, battery included 
 

kr. 24.236,00 kr. 30.295,00 
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Front mowers Type Beskrivelse Pris excl. moms Pris inkl. moms 

 

FT1150* FRONT-MOUNT/TRAILMOWER® - Comes standard as a front-mount mower 
to be used in conjunction with the 2646 or 9146 mounting kits or as a 
Trailmower® using the the optional wheel/tow-behind kit (5148). 

kr. 21.596,00 kr. 26.995,00 
 5148* TOW-BEHIND WHEEL KIT - Turns your 50" mower into a Trailmower® by 

adding a wheel and a tow bar to it 

kr. 3.196,00 kr. 3.995,00 

 

Trailcutter Type Beskrivelse Pris excl. moms Pris inkl. moms 

 

RTB12544* 44" TRAILCUTTER - 12.5 HP Briggs & Stratton I/C, twin heavy-duty 
breakaway swinging blades, cuts most stems up to 1-1/2" dia., recoil start, 
remote operator control console, 1/8" steel deck, single-point height 
adjustment, two 8" wheels, offset capability, red 

kr. 20.396,00 kr. 25.495,00 

 

RTB14544* 44" TRAILCUTTER - 14.5 HP Briggs & Stratton I/C, 12-volt start, twin heavy-
duty breakaway swinging blades, cuts most stems up to 1-1/2" dia., remote 
operator control console, 1/8" steel deck, single-point height adjustment, two 
8" wheels, offset capability, red, battery included 

kr. 22.876,00 kr. 28.595,00 

 

WB11524* 24” PREDATOR - 11.5 HP Briggs & Stratton I/C, self-propelled walk-behind 
heavy-duty cutter designed for rough cutting.  Cuts most stems up to 1-1/2" in 
diameter, recoil start, 1/8" steel deck, single fixed rough-cut blade, 4-speed 
transmission with reverse, handlebar mounted controls, all-terrain tires 

kr. 17.516,00 kr. 21.895,00 
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Trimmers Type Beskrivelse Pris excl. moms Pris inkl. moms 

 

PST67522* POSTMASTER - 6.75 HP Briggs and Stratton Intek, breakaway cutter head 
with adjustable tension, 22" cutting head, self-contained transport position, 
powder coat finish, 360° guarded cutting shield, five position offset hitch, 
trims on either side, adjustable trimming height with radial tapered wheels, 
full floating head kr. 12.636,00 kr. 15.795,00 

 

ST60022Q HIGH-WHEEL STRING TRIMMER - 6.0 HP Briggs Quantum, positive 
start/stop of cutter head, 22" cutting swath, 14" wheels, cutting line is 0.155" 
thick, steel frame 

kr. 7.836,00 kr. 9.795,00 

 

ST65022DXQ* COMBINATION HIGH-WHEEL STRING TRIMMER/EDGER/MOWER - 6.5 
HP Briggs & Stratton Quantum engine, 22" cutting swath, 16" wheels, 
unique patent-pending head adjustment allows side-to-side head 
adjustment for easy trimming along fences and obstacles, also features0°-
90°  head adjustment to convert trimmer/mower into edger, line is 0.155" 
thick, steel frame kr. 8.316,00 kr. 10.395,00 

 

ST6002212V* COMBINATION HIGH-WHEEL STRING TRIMMER/EDGER/MOWER - 6.0 
HP Briggs Quantum, 22" cutting swath, 12 volt start, 16" wheels, unique 
patent-pending head adjustment allows user side-to-side head adjustment 
for easy trimming along fences and obstacles, 0°-90° head adjustment to 
convert trimmer/mower into edger, line is .155" thick, steel frame kr. 9.276,00 kr. 11.595,00 

 

P3618* TRIMMER REPLACEMENT STRING - 36 pieces in tube with sponge to 
retain moisture, 0.155" diameter, fits 22" string trimmers 

kr. 796,00 kr. 995,00 
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ATV/UTV  
Mounting Kit 

Type Beskrivelse Pris excl. moms Pris inkl. moms 

 

 

PN2646* REQUIRED UNIVERSAL MOUNTING KIT - Mounting Kit lets you easily 
mount plow, Dump Bucket and Pallet Lift attachments. Complete universal 
mounting system includes undercarriage mount with front suspension leaf 
springs. System helps alleviate, load on front suspension of bike allowing for 
more versatility, better manoeuvrability and sturdier use. Designed to use  
with ATVwinch or manual lift.  Installs in minutes and provides easy, user-
friendly re-installation. Single-pin release for quick change of accessories.  
Fits most ATV's. kr. 3.596,00 kr. 4.495,00 

- PN6461 UNIVERSAL MOUNTING KIT – can be used as an additional kit on PN2646 
which makes it possible to mount machines to the backside of the ATV, fits 
most ATV's. kr. 3.596,00 kr. 4.495,00 

- PN6462 UNIVERSAL MOUNTING KIT – makes it possible to mount machines to the 
front- and backside of the ATV, fits most ATV's.  kr. 5.996,00 kr. 7.495,00 

 

PN9146 
(10260) 

REQUIRED UNIVERSAL MOUNTING KIT - Mounting Kit lets you easily 
mount plow, Dump Bucket and Pallet Lift attachments. Designed to use  
with UTVwinch or manual lift.  Installs in minutes and provides easy, user-
friendly re-installation. Single-pin release for quick change of accessories.  
Fits most UTV's.  
 kr. 2.796,00 kr. 3.495,00 
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ATV/UTV front Type Beskrivelse Pris excl. moms Pris inkl. moms 

 

15714* UNIVERSAL DUMP BUCKET - Heavy-duty 44" Dump Bucket designed for 
lifting and moving modest weights of material up to 250 lbs. Bucket is 
constructed of reinforced 1/8" steel. Unit includes rugged scoring teeth for 
providing better penetration of compacted soil or material. Easy user-friendly 
attaching. (Item 2646 required for mounting) kr. 4.556,00 kr. 5.695,00 

- 5505TK Tooth set for dump bucket 15714 kr. 1.276,00 kr. 1.595,00 

 

2645R* UNIVERSAL SUPER DUTY ATV PLOW BLADE - Universal 50" Blade 
made from 1/8" steel with corrugated breaks. Breaks are designed to cause 
snow to naturally break away from the blade rather than build up on it.  
Heavy duty construction with extra supports for tough jobs like moving 
gravel and sand. Unique "dual-engage" angle selection system provides 
double lock for plow angle. Designed for maximum strength and peak 
performance. (Item 2646 required for mounting) kr. 4.876,00 kr. 6.095,00 

- 2828 UNIVERSAL MANUAL LIFT KIT - Universal lift mechanism designed for use 
in place of winch for 2645R kr. 1.836,00 kr. 2.295,00 

 

2140* UTV UNIVERSAL SUPER DUTY PLOW BLADE - Blade attachment for 
Swisher Mounting System.  62" Blade made from 1/8" steel with corrugated 
breaks. Breaks are designed to cause snow to naturally break away from 
the blade rather than build up on it. Heavy-duty construction with extra 
supports for tough jobs like moving gravel and sand. Unique "dual engage" 
angle selection system provides double lock for plow angle. Designed for 
maximum strength and peak performance. (Item 10260 required for 
mounting) kr. 5.596,00 kr. 6.995,00 

- 8003 ROLLER FAIRLEAD - Reduces wear on winch cable by using a long roller 
where cable exits winch spindle. kr. 956,00 kr. 1.195,00 
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ATV/UTV Towed Type Beskrivelse Pris excl. moms Pris inkl. moms 

 
As long as available 

WT7002A-A* ATV DUMP CART - rugged 14 gauge steel construction, lift-out gate, over 
13 cubic feet actual bed capacity, ball hitch receiver, powder coat finish, 
230kg load capacity, pull pin and tilt the bed to quickly dump contents,  
22 x 1100-8 ATV tires with high-speed tapered bearings (ASSEMBLED) 

kr. 4.878,40 kr. 6.098,00 

 

WT7002A-B* ATV DUMP CART - rugged 14 gauge steel construction, lift-out gate, over 
13 cubic feet actual bed capacity, ball hitch receiver, powder coat finish, 
317kg load capacity, pull pin and tilt the bed to quickly dump contents,  
22 x 1100-8 ATV tires with high-speed tapered bearings (NOT 
ASSEMBLED). Replacement of the WT7002A-B kr. 5.756,00 kr. 7.195,00 

 

LV87537 LAWN VAC/TRAILER - 5.5 HP Briggs & Stratton Intek, 37 cubic foot 
bag/trailer capacity, easy on and off collector bag folds for easy storage, 
11.7 cubic foot trailer, 500 lb capacity, impeller generates 180 MPH force, 
removable engine for easy handling, remove bag and frame for your heavy-
duty dump cart. 

kr. 15.996,00 kr. 19.995,00 

 

LV87551 Poly Lawn Vac -  8.75 HP Briggs & Stratton Intek, 51 cubic foot bag/trailer 
capacity, easy on and off collector bag folds for easy storage, 10 cubic foot 
trailer, 750 lb capacity, impeller generates 180 MPH force, removable 
engine for easy handling, remove bag and frame for your heavy-duty dump 
cart. 

kr. 16.716,00 kr. 20.895,00 
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ATV/UTV Towed Type Beskrivelse Pris excl. moms Pris inkl. moms 

 

10272* ATV Spreader - Easily and consistently spread dry goods from the back of 
your ATV.  Adjustable volume and patterns between 4 and 16 feet in 
diameter, 150 lb capacity, heavy-duty ball bearing electric motor easily wired 
to ATV electrical system, 15-gallon translucent hopper to conveniently view 
fill level of materials. kr. 3.036,00 kr. 3.795,00 

 

11730* TRUCK SPREADER - Fits into a 2" x 2" receiver hitch. Electric motor 
installs directly to vehicle. Adjustable volume and spread widths from 4' to 
16' in diameter. 300 lb capacity. Heavy duty bearing motor. Clear 25 gallon 
poly tank hopper allows easy viewing of contents. Universal fit mounts 
easily; gives a consistent spread of salt, sand, seed, and fertilizer. kr. 3.756,00 kr. 4.695,00 

 ACR500S* ACREAGE RAKE - 6 Steel tine wheels, reversible for wind-rowing or de-
thatching 
 
Not available for the moment kr. 3.276,00 kr. 4.095,00 

 

ACR-600* ACREAGE IN-LINE RAKE - 6 Steel tine wheels, reversible for wind-rowing 
or de-thatching 
 
Not available for the moment kr. 3.436,00 kr. 4.295,00 

 

12593* LANDSCAPE DRAG HARROW - Great for smoothing and finishing large 
dirt surfaces and gravel drives, large 4 foot by 5 foot area makes quick work 
of big areas. Add blocks for more weight. 

kr. 1.916,00 kr. 2.395,00 

 

HDHA-59* LANDSCAPE DRAG HARROW - Great for smoothing and finishing large 
dirt surfaces and gravel drives, large 4 foot by 4 foot area makes quick work 
of big areas. Add blocks for more weight. Heavy duty 

kr. 2.556,00 kr. 3.195,00 

 


